
Michael CahillDigital Marketing Consultant

Michael’s Topics Include:Online Obscurity - Why Having a Website is Not Enough7 Best SEO Strategies  for 2016Reputation Management: Why You Want Reviews Over TestimonialsWhy a Mobile-First and Mobile Friendly-Strategy Is Imperative5 Ways to Leverage the Power of VideoWhy You Need to Claim and Optimize Your Digital PropertiesBenefits To Your Audience:Learn why they MUST be visible onlineFind out how to test their online visibilityUnderstand which strategies to implement first, and whyGet a list of tools that will make implementation faster & easierDiscover why to think Mobile-First and Mobile-FriendlyEstablish a powerful video strategy that gets resultsLearn how to claim and optimize their digital assets

Connect With Michael

With a technical career that spans 4 decades, Michael solves a problem that almost EVERY small businesssuffers from - poor online visibility - using a proprietary SEO Solution, rich and robust ReputationManagement & Repair, unique Mobile Business Cards, and vivid, optimized Marketing Videos. His approachbrings you a steady stream of leads and new customers from multiple directions!
Have Michael Speak to Your Group   michaelcahill@visibil.co    www.visibil.co    404.220.7630

Michael Cahill has held
Sales,  Management,
and Operational roles
within these companies
for the last 40 years . . .

Sandwiching technical and marketing expertise between military

precision and entrepreneurial creativity, Michael sees connections that

elude others. What this means for you is an advantage here, and

something to leverage over there. When you add it all up, your

competition is left wondering what happened!

You will find him intensely competitive (he wants to crush your

competition online), but very relatable and fun to be around. Michael

doesn’t see himself as a vendor, but as part of your team. A word you

will hear him say often is “we” as he talks about plans, next steps, and

wins!

Michael Cahill  O 404.220.7630  C 678.754.9509  E michaelcahill@visibil.co

You can connect with Michael online at www.visibil.co or on social media.

linkedin.com/mikecahill       @visibilco        google.com/+VISIBILAtlanta


